In this paper the preservation of the fixed point property under U V decompositions is studied. It is shown that \i K is an /i-dimensional complex with the fixed point property and G is r/yn-i decomposition of K, then KjG also will have the fixed point property. Furthermore, if X is a compact metric space with the fixed point property, and G is a UV decomposition of A'such that XjG may be embedded in a suitably small Euclidian space, Äm, then XjG retains the fixed point property.
Introduction. A space X is said to have the fixed point property if each continuous function f:X-*X leaves some point of X fixed, i.e., there is a point xeX such that f(x)=x. In this paper it is shown that the fixed point property for compact metric spaces is preserved under suitable UV decompositions. Examples and some applications of the main results are described. Proofs rely to a great extent on techniques utilized by Armentrout and Price in [1] , and it would be helpful if the reader is familiar with this paper.
Notation and terminology. If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of a topological space X, then XjG will denote the associated decomposition space, and P:X-»XjG the natural projection from X onto XjG.
Suppose A' is a topological space, M is a subset of .V, and n is a nonnegative integer. M has property n-UV if and only if for each open set U containing M. there is an open set Kcontaining M such that (1) Kc U and (2) each singular n-sphere in V is homotopic to 0 in U. M has property UVn if and only if for each nonnegative integer such that i^n, M has property i-UV; M has property UVm if for each nonnegative integer k, M has property k-UV.
If A' is a topological space and n is a nonnegative integer, the statement that G is UV" decomposition of X means that G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X into compact sets, each with property UV.
Suppose A" is a topological space. If # is a collection of subsets of X avA ydcl, then the star of A with respect to ^, denoted by st(A,<%), is U {U: Ue°U and V intersects A). Suppose °U and f~ are collections of open subsets of X. Then ir star refines °k if and only if for each set V of there is a set U of ^ such that st(F, y")<= £/. If n is any nonnegative integer, then y star n-homotopy refines °U if and only if for each set V of f, there is a set U oi°U such that (1) Let xn be a fixed point of Fn. Passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that the sequence {xn} converges to a point z. Then P(z) will be a fixed point of h since
and the sum on the right side tends towards 0 for increasing values of n. Since h was arbitrary it follows that KjG has the fixed point property.
That G cannot be an arbitrary decomposition of K is seen from the following easy example. Example 1. Let K be the unit disk and g the unit circle in A'. Then A has the fixed point property while KjG does not, where KjG is the decomposition space obtained by identifying g to a point.
A fairly natural question would be the following. Suppose G is a UVmdecomposition of a finite simplicial complex A such that KjG has the fixed point property. Does this imply that A also enjoys this property? The answer is negative as can be seen from the next example.
john cobb and william voxman [May Example 2. Let K be the space described in Fig. 1(b 
Here X is the Lopez space CP2\JSlx S2UCP4 where Sx and S2 are 2-spheres with S, identified with CP1^ CP2 and S2 identified with CP1^ CP*.
SCPS is the suspension of complex projective 8-space. To the wedge of X and SCP8 a 2-cell is attached. As indicated in [3] , K does not have the fixed point property. However, if we decompose the 2-cell into straight line segments (see above drawing), then the decomposition of K whose nondegenerate elements consist of precisely these segments yields a decomposition space which is the wedge of X and SCPa and, hence, has the fixed point property [3] . This decomposition is easily seen to be UV°.
If certain dimension restrictions are placed on the'decomposition space, then Theorem 1 may be extended to arbitrary compact metric spaces. We first establish a lemma (Lemma 2) which is itself of some general interest. We now construct a function F from /V*=U {cr-.ereN} into X by first defining Fon the vertices, then extending Fto the 1-simplices, then to the 2-simplices, etc. If v is a vertex of a simplex in N, we let F(v)eP~1(yv). Suppose r is a 1-simplex in some simplex of TV" with vertices vx and v2. It follows from our construction that there is a ymei"'" such thatyv and y,,. are both contained in V" (since d(xVi, vV2)<0). Hence, F(vx) and F(v2) observe also that V° may be chosen so that zaEV°, and of course. K°c W for some l^6#*.
Let £/=Interior /V*. To complete the proof we need to check that if ueU, then d(PF(u), u)<s. For «e(7 there exists a <re/V such that use. Then it is easily verified that since PF(u) and z" both belong to some Weif.
Theorem 2. Suppose G is a UVn decomposition of a compact metric space X such that X\G may be embedded in Rm for some w_m+ 1. Then ifX has the fixed point property, so does X/G.
Proof.
Suppose that XjG does not have the fixed point property. Let K:XjG-*XjG be a map which is fixed point, free. Since XjG is compact there is a positive number s such that d(K(y), y)^s for each yeX/G. By Lemma 2, we may find an open set U in R,n which contains XjG and a map F:U-+X such that d(PF(u), u)<s for each ueU. Define g=FoK°P.
Thus g is a map from X into X and, hence, has a fixed point z. But d(KP(z), P{z))<e since P{z)=PF(KP{z)) and d(PF(KP(z)), KP(z))<e. Since this contradicts the fact that d(K(y), v)=£ f°r each yeX/G, K must have a fixed point.
Corollary
1. Suppose G is a UVa decomposition of a compact metric space X such that XjG is finite dimensional. Then if X has the fixed point property, so does XjG.
2. Suppose G is a UVn decomposition of a compact metric space X such that dim A'/G_«/2. Then if X has the fixed point property, so does X/G. d{PF{u), u) < d(PF(u), z.) + d{z", u) < e/2 + e/2 Proof. Since 2(/i/2)+l<7j+l, X\G may be embedded in Rn+L and Theorem 2 applies.
As an application of Theorem 2, we consider the following spaces. Let X be the cone over a circle with convergent spiral (Figure 1 ). Let Y be the bottomless-can-with-skirt-with-lid-attached (Figure 2 ; see [2, p. 131]), and let Z be the solid can-with-skirt (Figure 3) .
A'does not have the fixed point property (see, for example, [2, p. 129]), and, hence, Y cannot have the fixed point property; for if it did, the decomposition space obtained by identifying the lid to a point (a UV" decomposition) would also have the fixed point property-but this space is just X. It then follows that Z fails to have the fixed point property (see also Knill [4] ) since Z retracts onto Y.
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